$LILO
whitepaper

Introduction
The $LILO is a token created in parallel with our NFT projects. $LILO will be fueled by projects provided by

the lounge in order to create an everlasting buying pressure through the rewards contract and fees. The
theory is simple. You hold $LILO and get Auto-Staking-Rewards in $BUSD. All upcoming projects will pay
reflection in $LILO and you get double profit while holding.
This token will be created on the BSC (Binance smart chain).

We have chosen to use the Binance smart
chain for our NFT collections as well as for
our token since the fees are lower than on
ETH. Indeed the BSC blockchain allows
everyone to invest without being blocked by
major fees that can be very annoying for
small wallet!

Why
BSC ?

Our token is based on the
support of our
community!

OUR
VISION

Reward systems in $LILO
will be put in place to
have many advantages of
holding your $LILO.

Indeed, our NFT
collections allow us to
have more funds to invest
in marketing in order to
promote our token to the
whole world.
In addition, projects will
be created with $LILO
rewards to get even more
volume on our token and
to get people talking
about us!

Tokenomics
Buy tax 5%:
Total supply
1,000,000,000 $LILO

-1% BUSD reflection
-2% Marketing
-1% Liquidity
-1% Development

Sell tax 15%:
-2%BUSD reflection
-5% Marketing
-7%Liquidity
-1%Development

Explanation of our tokenomics:
BUSD reflection

Marketing

Having rewards in another token than the base token avoids
dumping related to too much selling. It also encourages
people to reinvest their rewards in our $LILO. Finally, we have
chosen reflections in BUSD which is a stable coin (a crypto
backed by the dollar) and therefore allows you to recover
your rewards without the risk of losing any $ even in case of a
bear market!

The marketing fee will allow us to have a bigger
budget to reach more and more important
targets and to be present on all platforms in
order to be known by everyone! We will keep you
informed of the major marketing operations that
will accompany our project!

Liquidity

Development

Liquidity is something very important for our crypto. Indeed it
allows a greater stability of the token and the possibility of
making quite large investments without a too high price impact.
It is therefore very important to have sufficient liquidity and that
is why it is the most important tax on the sale!

Finally the last tax will be concerning the
development of our projects on a technical
aspect apart from the marketing we will need to
finance projects related to our token and this tax
will be intended for that! You will also be kept
informed of future major projects in due time!

What about
Our future ?

Roadmap
Q1 - 2022
●
●
●
●
●
●

Listing $LILO on pancakeswap
Listing on CoinGecko
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Marketing to expand our community on our various social networks
Reach our first 2000 holders
Introduction of new projects with $LSL reflection

Q2 - 2022
●
●
●
●

Listing on some exchanges
Development of projects around our token in order to obtain more visibility and reward for our
holders
Big marketing actions
Reach 10 000 holders

Roadmap
Q3 - 2022
●
●

●

Listing on major exchanges
Our NFT collections and our token are trending on as many social networks as possible to create more
and more hype
Reach 25 000 holders

Q4 - 2022
●

Big things coming… be patient

How to buy ?
You can buy LILO on pancakeswap. In addition, you will also soon be able to buy $LILO
on exchanges. This exchange list will be updated often with each new listing!
We will show you how to purchase $LILO on PancakeSwap.

Step 1

Go to the following link:
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outp
utCurrency= And past our contract:
0x401e15af5edb56be940d5a16b948f9436d
2944f0

Step 2

Step 3

Click on the little nut to set the 5% fee
for when you buy.

Step 4

Click "Connect Wallet."
Click on your wallet
(like Metamask or TrustWallet)

Follow the prompts to finish
the connection process.

Some
informations
about our
other major
projects

NFT
We currently have two major projects
in NFT and a third collection that will
be available soon.

NFT collection:
Decentralions
Website: https://decentralion.com

01
This collection represents 10 000 lions that are
each unique in order to create a rarity for each
mint lion since there is no lining. Rarity has been
added to this collection and it allows you to see
the rarity of your lions based on the different
traits and clothing etc they have.

NFT collection:
Valkyries
Website: valkyries.club

02
These 10'000 Vector Graphics are real art pieces. Each is
unique and beautiful and will live on the blockchain for
eternity. You will find here many different weapons but
also different bodies and heads that allow to create a
total originality. Go back to the history of the valkyries
through these incredible NFT! We all become addicted to
these beautiful designs.

NFT collection:
Cosmic Apes
Website: coming soon…

03
Coming soon…

These 3 collections of NFT are developed
on the BSC as said before in order to avoid
too important expenses and thus to allow
everyone to obtain one or several NFT of
these incredible collections!
We also have parallel token projects with
rewards in $LILO that will be released in the
coming months and will be updated in the
next update of our whitepaper! To make
sure you don't miss anything, join us on our
different networks!

Conclusion
You could see here the ambition of our team and our desire to do well. We call for the support of
our community in each of our projects and future projects to keep the hype going and get more
and more recognition.
We believe that crypto is the future of the financial world and NFT is a growing market with a lot
of room for improvement, that's why we have projects in both markets!

We would like to thank all those who are already helping us and those who will help us to reach
the top together.

Conclusion
This is version 1 of our whitepaper. There will be new versions in the future in
order to modify some information concerning the listings and the progress of our
new projects. But also additional information and an even more complete
whitepaper to get the understanding of all.
Thank you for reading our whitepaper and if you have any questions, don't
hesitate to ask our team politely on our social networks, especially on Telegram.

